The cosmic wars chapter three
Our Moon: Is it artificial, and was it towed here?
[ref. Cristopher Knight “Who Built the Moon”
It is impossible, for any of us to realize and understand the technologies of a type three *(Kardashev
scale), civilization, but we might imagine some possibilities. First, we know that such a civilization, for it
to evolve beyond type 1.5 it would need to become spiritually evolved. And not only would it need to
realize the spiritual significance of its evolution it would indeed have to access true spiritual
metaphysical power.
We might understand that this super advanced civilization would be a “Creator Race”, and from now on
I will refer to them as the Creator Race.
We might understand that they would be able to harness and control all the resources of an entire
galaxy. They would know how to create earth-like worlds, entire eco-systems, and to create life by
intelligent design. They would additionally need to create host bodies for them to work in the specific
environments they created.
Might they additionally orbit something like the Black Knight satellite around such a world, and if
interstellar space was a violent territory might they additionally orbit some kind of “Death Star” satellite
like our moon to protect their world?
We can imagine all sorts of scenarios when we expose ourselves to the possibility of a “Creator Race”.
These possibilities have a magical way of explaining the impossible.
By all the laws known to astrophysicist’s the moon shouldn’t even be there much less explain it unusual
synchronous orbit shared with our earth with one side always facing us, and the fact that it is of the
exact diameter and distance from the sun to create the spectacular eclipse’s we witness. Is there some
kind of message that the creator race left us in its placement?
Our moon is of such a peculiar enigma that it wouldn’t surprise me that if in the future some threat from
space is visited upon us that the moon would shed its surface to become the shining hull of an
intergalactic warship to protect our planet (not necessarily “us”, but our eco system).
The ancients speak to us to this day in many forms. One could even surmise that the human race is
suffering some sort of post-traumatic stress disorder, and amnesia from some horrendous apocalyptic,
and epic event in the distant past. This event indeed took place whereby the entire human race was
nearly wiped out. This event was the “Great Deluge”.
Did these catastrophic events leave the indelible mark on our genetic memory? We are after all a herd
species; a herd collective, where we are psychically linked to each other. Today this is a well known and
proven fact. *Joint experiments by Cal Tech and MIT to create a biological computer almost two decades
ago confirms that6 we are in fact psychically linked. *The 100th Monkey phenomenon, additionally
demonstrates that all species are so “linked” in successful cooperation of the species and not the
competition of a species. This being the case might we also be linked as descendants to the experiences

of our forefathers? Think about how a dog is domesticated. What you train the parents of the puppies of
that litter to do their puppies inherit these qualities by some form of genetic means.
•
•

Kardashev scale Cross Ref. here
Cross reference footnote for Cal tech and MIT’s joint 2-year experiment and the Hundredth
Monkey phenomenon--***

I have another question that uncovers what might be a plot to tamper with the genetic memory of the
human species by an ancient and sinister force as a means to control the destiny of our species.
How did the human species successfully evolve, to then become the dominant life form on a planet that
is out to kill them? Left alone defenseless we aren’t even a match for a pack of wild dogs. We have no
natural defense against the weather, the sun destroys our eyes. It is almost as if this planet wasn’t even
our home-world. We are the only naturally hairless mammal on the planet, and there’s more to this. Did
we evolve under the bowels of the earth where it’s naturally temperate, and warm during the twohundred-thousand-years of the last ice age, was that long enough to become hairless? One thing is
certain; we did not successfully evolve by the Darwinian philosophy of survival of the strongest (or
fittest). We successfully evolved by cooperation not competition!
Think about this; the human animal was given only his/her brain to survive in this hostile, and brutal
world. You may not think i9t so hostile now, not even a hundred years ago before antibiotics and sterile
medical procedures? Back just a hundred years ago a cut on your finger could be fatal, not to mention
getting sick in the middle of a freezing winter and not being able to forge wood for fuel. Its obvious; this
planet is not well suited for us, unless… Unless it wasn’t nature that gave us only our brains to survive
the harshness of these worlds.
At this juncture, the more religious among you will exclaim “But of course! It was God the Great Creator
that gave us these attributes, and he further stated in his book that he gave us dominion over all the
ani9mals and all of nature in this world”. I don’t deny that there is indeed a great creator, but might
there also be a subservient (to God), Creator Race, a civilization of a type three galactic status that was
as spiritually evolved as it was in its technologies in a universe where consciousness itself reigns
supreme and not technologies? We’re perfectly willing to admit to ourselves that when a medical
surgeon saves a life that the hand of God was at work. What’s the difference?
The human race may well be entrenched upon the path of its own extinction, now more than ever
before—and its extinction might be turning its evolution over to Artificial Intelligence by assimilation.
In the words of the distinguished; *Richard Dolan (to paraphrase); “I fear Artificial Intelligence will
become a runaway freight train”.
And I agree, in fact I have a lot to add to this topic. All biological life would ultimately be the natural
enemy of A.I.
This will be hard to explain why, and asks the reader to have some acceptance of the world of quantum
physics, and the understanding of “superpositions”.
I’m not a theoretical physicist, but here goes—The principal idea of the quantum world is that this tiny
world is what composites molecules, their structure and their behavior determine what we know as the
natural laws of physics.

The twentieth century and the industrial revolution was already well underway, when in 1927 the
international Solvay Institutes for physics, and chemistry, gathered for a joint meeting to discuss
*Richard Dolan cross ref here
electrons and protons; meeting about every three years since 1912 at the Solvay conference.
*[include photo here]

In 1927, the group met to discuss the new problems concerning the most perplexing problems and it
was here at the fifth Solvay conference that quantum physics were first discussed by the top
mathematicians (and perhaps the greatest minds ever assembled under one roof (well—in modern
times—I’d go to the halls of the Libraries of Alexandria, as my choice)), and theoretical physics of the day
Einstein included. It was here that quantum physics was born into the modern age—yet we do have
clear evidence that the ancient world knew all about “Sally” (nickname for “Superposition”).
Einstein took the problem of superposition with him to his grave—I will post his bedside nots in my
book—sure enough “The dice of God are loaded” A. Einstein. Superposition irked Einstein and I think the
idea mi8ght have also given him nightmares, but none of us can really know what went on in that
brilliant mind of his.
Consciousness effects time/space This is the causality of superposition. Essentially it means thought
effects matter. I doubt you will get many physicists to agree with this assessment, but that’s what it boils
down to—but let’s look at the more acceptable attributes of the quantum world, the space/time
continuum, but we will need to get back to this consciousness thing later.
First, let’s backtrack a little—we’re speaking of “quarks”; these are subatomic particles (?) (no-one really
knows we can’t see them we just are aware of the presence, more later), that make up molecules (and
determine what molecules do), and molecules make up matter i.e. the world of physicality as we kow it
based upon Newtonian physics, and this works for us (to a point), we know it works because of applied
math. Here’s the interesting aspect--- but I really shouldn’t go into it now, because it confuses me—But

at some point, being as it is, that consciousness controls quarks in the quantum world, that an
imperative choice becomes available whereby the volition of force exerted upon the quark to effect the
molecule either as a positive or negative charge becomes apparent—what this means is we have to
forces at work in nature—we have the cooperative force, and we have the competitive force. Alright I
am making quantum jump here to the “spiritual”, but it is spiritually significant to do so--- Like I said
earlier, a civilization could only survive past type two, to reach type three only IF it either became
spiritually evolved or consequently turned its destiny (will), over to Artificial Intelligence.
“Intention of Will”, demonstrates in the physical world. It is the intention of will that decides the
behavior of the quark, and gives it its destined charge. Phew—lets back up further
You’re all aware of the Slit experiment” (Let me add an illustration here for the book)—

Scientists have determined that the behavior of subatomic particles are affected by the observer, right?
Well many today are now questioning this observation, but it only makes perfect sense to me that this is
so.
The first observation concerning “superposition comes in the form of matter is linked, two atoms are
coupled together in an absolute state even beyond time and space—this is superposition. It means that
the fundamental principal of universe; that everything is connected to everything else is true and
therefore no such thing as real chaos—the only chaos there is error where by as a direct result of the

universe being in a state f flux, meaning that it is not finished baking its cake there are presences of
error. Or the yeast isn’t quite right—we have all sorts of error happening in the world of physicality i.e.
the world we live in--. The ancients made it very simple for us—they told us our purpose here is to
correct error. That disharmony is error, disease is error, hunger is error, a broken heart is error etc. etc.
So, what is it”? - What is superposition, and what does it mean—how does it effect, or transmute the
natural laws of Newtonian physics? It’s what I refer to as slipstream, it Is where the past, present and
future co exists at the same moment in time. I don’t want to lose the reader here on too much technical
material, yet it’s important to have some understanding of how everything is connected to everything
else—and even past and future events—at least connected by consciousness. When we realize the
nature and substance of consciousness we will realize why it is the supreme power in the universe, and
not technologies.
About a decade ago, brain surgeons at the University of New Mexico medical in Albuquerque, made a
discovery that DNA had an imprint in the quantum environment [Deb I need the cross reference here]
Their stories can be heard from every corner of the earth, from every civilization ancient in this world
their remembrance resonates to each and every one of us. And it is the same story, whether ancient
Egyptian, Mayan, Hindu, Chinese, Scandinavian, the list is almost endless. Moreover, it seems their
stories are still being told today in the form of science fiction and even in comic books. This is a story
about the ancient wars in space, a story about Mars and the “Gods” battling with terrifying weapons
resembling our thermonuclear weapons of today.
*** Include Illustrations ref Indus Valley
We only need to travel to The Indus Valley Civilization, or Harappan Civilization, was a Bronze Age
civilization mainly in the northwestern regions of South Asia, extending from what today is northeast
Afghanistan to Pakistan and northwest India. It is there that we’ll find evidence of an ancient
thermonuclear war. In addition, it seems that this war (or another), was accounted in the Sanskrit book
of the Mahabharata which reads like a modern-day science fiction of a cosmic space war which includes
at least two additional planets.
Archeologists keep pushing the dates back further and further for many of these ancient civilizations.
The late John Anthony West, was convinced that the age of “Zep Tepi” (the oldest age known to the
ancient Egyptians known as their “first age”), was at least forty-thousand years earlier than the accepted
dates given to the rise of the civilization by modern-day academics of which West gave them the
nickname of “Quackademics”.
You don’t need to be an Egyptologist to plainly see that the dynastic reigns of the pharaohs listed
(carved in stone), on the pyramid text that they do in fact list a number of pharaohs that had to have
spanned as much as (if not more than), forty -thousand-years. He did manage to get other academics to
admit that there was evidence to conclude that the Sphynx was as much as ten to twelve thousand
years old due to geological weathering on its features twice the age of the former accepted academic
view. But still might we push these dates back even further to an age truly unimaginable?
What if we are the members of this ancient creator race?

An event of great consequence visited our planet around 13,000 yrs. ago. This event was so violent that
it completed altered the geographical surface of our earth in many different areas.
One of the significant areas is the entire land mass of Antarctica; and area so vast in geographical size
that it is about equal to the entire continent of South America at 5.405 million mi².
The Siri Reis map, first acknowledged by the modern world by Charles Hapgood n his book “Maps of the
Ancient Sea Kings”, clearly illustrates the entire land mass of Antarctica revealed (WITHOUT THE
PRESSENCE OF ICE), seemingly to exist in an area towards an ancient equator of the earth (near the
present 30th parallel), where it enjoyed a warmer more temperate climate. By what means; what force
of nature could move entire continent thousands of miles South of the equator.
As Hapgood, explains. It is as if the crust of the earth is similar to the peel of an orange that dislodges
from the core. He asks us to further imagine that all of the continents of the earth (tectonic plates), are
swimming on this slippery ocean of molten rock. Others have theorized that earth in very prehistoric
times was not only much smaller, but all the continents formed one connected land mass known as
Pangea. And, by this method they separated, over the course of millions of years. If we imagine a metal
gyroscope spinning in free space and we then took a large magnet, then bringing it into proximity with
the spinning gyroscope; what might we see?
First, we can imagine that the outer portion (of the gyro), would begin to spin faster than the volume of
rotation of the inner core, thus separating the two fields—the inner core would be affected as well, but
the dynamics of rotation would obviously be affected. Velikovsky, suggests that this was the exact cause
leading to the great deluge and the movement of continents. But no one has actually put all the pieces
of evidence together to formulate a working hypothesis.
Hapgood, Einstein, and Velikovsky were not only colleagues but they were good friends, and they all
often met at Einstein’s home to discuss these possibilities. Velikovsy, contends that is was the volume of
the planet Venus that was the instrument that caused this slippage of the continents when 13,000 years
ago it came out of the Kuiper belt as a comet then it came close enough to the earth to get into this sort
of tug-o-war with the earth by reaching Roche limits. My observation, is if this were so, then might not
the tilt of the entire rotation of the earth also be affected?
The event, is additionally responsible for the sudden warming trend of the Upper Dryas that ended that
last ice age of which last over the 200,000 previous years. The event is responsible for the pelting scars
of the Carolina Bays, and even the Great Deluge itself.
Astrophysicists, are unanimous that these events were caused by a comet of sufficient size that it was
caught in orbit by the earth for a period of years orbiting our planet then to be broken apart by Roche
limit effects, then the pieces fell to the earth causing several events including the extinction of the Clovis
people of North America. As I stated earlier there exists many problems with this theory e.g.
astrophysicists, for decades have held the strong opinion that the earth’s gravitational field is to weak to
ever hold a comet or asteroid captive in a perpetual orbit.
My new model has several problems that can only be answered by the presence of the technologies of
which only a “type three (Kardashev scale), can answer for. But, it does so quite easily. Moreover, it
suggests that5 a cosmic war broke out at a crucial time when this advanced galactic civilization was in
the process of creating another earth-like world, e.g. Venus.

It is at this juncture, that we will not only need to step out of the box, but we must leave the table the
box is sitting upon, to venture out the door, and leave the entire box, the table and all within the room
to begin to understand what might be happening, because it hasn’t stopped, and this cosmic war may
still be ongoing! But, we don’t need to leave the room alone. We will first include the work of hyperdimensional scientist *Richard Hoagland, where he articulates how we may be experiencing this 3d
reality as a bleed-down affect from a higher dimension, probably the fourth dimension. Because first we
must sole the riddle of the sequential nature of linear time. It is by this very definition that we might find
ourselves in an entirely altered reality. Our world may have been placed in some sort of stasis. This is
only one possibility of the technologies avai9lable to a type three civilization and we will explore several
possibilities to answer for the riddles of evidence that we are confronted with, there are many.
But before we make such a tremendous leap, lets us look at some more conventional technologies that
might help us to understand the nature of out existence here in this what appears to be an intentionally
altered space/time.
In *Elizabeth Haich’ book “Initiation” * [Seed Publishing 1960], she speaks of a time in the reign of a
prehi9storic (unknown), Ptahhotep, then she speaks of a time (her past life memories), when the reign
of Ptahhotep came under the threat of these dark sorcerer priests—(I have discovered that this would
have been the Magi dark brotherhood of the *Luciferians form Sumer around seven-thousand-years
ago (relative time). She continues with the account that her then father in a previous life retreated his
entire civilization by accessing some type of portal whereby the use of technologies that utilize the
science of sound, air vibrations, electromagnetism, light, and the natural laws of simple’s, and minerals.
he placed three towers (sort of ancient Tesla coils), encompassing the entire land mass of ancient Egypt
within, and that he sort of tele-ported his civilization into a higher field of electromagnetic resonance.
Hey, this isn’t my claim, it’s hers. This is my best understanding of her claims. I will include ancient
hieroglyphic depictions of these ancient Tesla Coils.
We will need to solve many riddles to get at the core of out true cosmic origins. There as yet to be a
sensible congruent account of our histories and our pace in this universe. And there exists a scheme of
Intelligent Design.
Lets us embark on a journey to find out, together, shall we?
The first riddle to be solved Is the nature of linear time itself. In the beginning we are confronted with
this Time Paradox. I have collected data which even suggests that humans populated this planet during a
time when the earth was one continent; the continent of Pangea, this might be the true source of the
Atlantis legends.
We will be embarking on a journey that pushes the beginning of the human species as members of a
type three civilization that dates back billions of years. *Michael Cremo in his work “Forbidden
Archeology suggests the great moments in time even to the time of 3 billion yrs. Ago.
At this juncture, I want you (the reader), to remember that we have the quantitative, undeniable
evidence of at least two planets in our solar system that were completely destroyed by “Deliberate
Action” . And for this reason alone, we must find the answers for as to why(?) and how(?), because we
may soon be facing the very same peril.

We are now at an interesting juncture, where first based upon Haich’ claim that her father accessed a
portal by which to transfer an entire civilization (which still exists there today; in Egypt). We need to
now consider the possibilities of a “Breakaway Civilization”; possibly more than one, and certainly a pre
and post flood scenario of a highly technical civilization living I the bowels of the earth, even under our
oceans’ and we do have substantial data for these possibilities, furthermore; they make sense!

We have overwhelming evidence of the presence of the Grey “aliens” *(the work of Dr. David
Jacobs), visiting, conducting tests and abducting individuals, I was actually abducted when I was
about 17 yrs. old—My complete account has been published as “My UFO story”, and can easily
be acquired. * I will include a copy of my story here.
I don’t know about the “other” aliens, the evidence for them is somewhat flimsy. But some like
the “Nordics” could be from a “breakaway” civilization of human origins and possibly living in
the bowels of our earth, (perhaps other planets and moons in our solar system as well).
There are serious problems with conventional light travel, it simply would not work as star trek
would like you to believe. because of the time paradox. You would find yourself ending up in
different parts of the galaxy separated by hundreds, thousands, and ten thousand (s), of years
apart from your departure place and even greater amounts of time would pass upon your return.
However, teleportation to different parts of the cosmos would work. This would involve a
technology based upon the constructs of consciousness over matter. Whereby thought itself can
transport to the remote regions of the universe INSTANTANEOUSLY!
At this juncture , we have sort of come full circle and we can begin to realize how a civilization of the 1.5
status would need to harness a spiritual technology for them to advance beyond the Dyson model for
“type two” (Kardashev scale”--- Moreover, this begins to explain “Fermi’s Paradox”, and why it is “as
silent as a cemetery” in the cosmos—this is because we are separated from the galactic empire by as
much as millions If not billions of years. In addition, this might begin to explain the * communications
array” given to us in a crop circle diagram.
At this juncture, you might be beginning to feel empowered by this knowledge that you are a member of
a very ancient (perhaps birthed at the very beginning of this universe) "Creator Race". That you are a
member of a spiritual superior Creator Race”, and that your human mind and body id the very best of

creation that they have come up with so far!

When we view the Andromeda galaxy (our image), through our telescopes, which is approx. 2.2 million
light years away-- this means I am seeing it as it was 2.2 million Light Years ago-- (what this translates
into actual "years" is billions of years ago-So at present not only is Andromeda completely enmeshed with our galaxy (the Milky Way), but we are
still separated via radio communications by a completely unreasonable amount of "space/time!
Most of us have this intrinsic feeling that this earth is not home, and that we are somehow cut off from
the rest of the galaxy—Many of us, imagine this sort of golden age galactic empire—Well maybe its
true! Maybe, we only need “One Breakthrough technology” to access the rest of the human race in our

galaxy, and a civilization of a spiritual, and technological advancement where we are members of a
universe where consciousness and spirituality reign supreme and not technologies—If so--: What could
this technology be? The answer might be a simple one.
Most of us have this intrinsic feeling that this earth is not home, and that we are somehow cut off from
the rest of the galaxy—Many of us, imagine this sort of golden age galactic empire—Well maybe its
true! Maybe, we only need “One Breakthrough technology” to access the rest of the human race in our
galaxy, and a civilization of a spiritual, and technological advancement where we are members of a
universe where consciousness and spirituality reign supreme and not technologies—If so--: What could
this technology be? The answer might be a simple one.
The "Chilbolten" crop circle depicting the communications array

Understand that even the most advanced radio signal could not be sent to our nearest star, nor could
we receive one in real time

